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Abstract 
Let C(X) be the algebra of all K-valued continuous functions (K = ~. or C) on a normal (and 
TO topological space X, and let ~'x be the topology of compact convergence on C(X). 
The following properties are well known: 
(i) (C(X),'rx) is a locally m-convex K-algebra; 
(ii) the set {f  E C(X): 0 ¢ .f(K)} is open in (C(X),'rx) for each compact subset K of X; 
(ill) the only closed ideals of (C(X), ~'x) ate the ideals of the form {.f E C(X): f (C)  = O} 
(with C c_ X). 
In this paper we prove that properties (i), (ii) and (iii) characterize the topology 7x. © 1997 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Introduction 
Let X be a topological space. We denote by C(X) the set of all K-valued continuous 
functions on X (K = R or C) and by rx the topology of compact convergence on C(X). 
We may consider on C(X) different algebraic structures (under the pointwise defined 
operation) all of them compatible with the topology "rx. The problem of characterizing 
rx in connection with a given structure has been extensively studied. For example, 
Feldman [3] has proved that, when X is realcompact, ~'x is the finest opology making 
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C(X)  an m-convex topological lattice, Also, Warner [9] has proved that, when X is a 
hemicompact k-space, rx  is the unique FrEchet topology on C(X) satisfying: 
(1) the multiplication on C(X) is a continuous operation; 
(2) for all z E X the evaluation map, given by f ~ f(a~), is continuous. 
in this paper, C(X) is regarded as a K-algebra. (C(X), rx )  is a locally m-convex 
K-algebra, and when X is completely regular and Hausdorff it satisfies the following 
properties: 
(a) For each compact subset K of X, the set SK is open in (C(X), TX), v, here SK = 
{ f  E C(X): 0 ~_ f (K )} .  In fact, the restriction morphism (C(X), rx )  -~ (C(K), rh-) is 
continuous, and the set of all inverfible elements of C(K) is open in (C(K), 'rK) (see 
[41). 
(b) For each closed ideal I in (C(X), 'rx),  there exists a closed set C' in X such that 
I = Ic ,  where I c  = {f  C d(X):  f (C )  = 0}. In fact, the closed ideals in (C(X),~'x) 
are in one-to-one correspondence (via C ~-+ Ic )  with the closed subsets of X (see [71; 
if C = 0, then I c  = C(X)). 
Property (b) plays an important role in [31, where ideals of the form Ic. are calledfidl 
ideals. 
In this note we characterize the topology rx  by means of properties (a) and (b). More 
precisely, we prove: 
Let X be a completely regular Hansdorff tapological space, and let "r be a topology 
on C(X)  such that (C(X), 7") is a locally m-convex K-algebra. I f  r &ts the proper~' (a), 
then v,x" <~ r, and if X is normal and 7" has the property (b), then 7" ~ TX. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout, every K-algebra is assumed to be commutative and with identi,'y, a,~d 
every K-algebra morphism is assmned to preserve the identity. Some classical rei~rence,; 
on the topics included in this section are [2,4-6,81. 
1.1. Recall that a topological K-algebra is a K-algebra A endowed with a topology such 
that A is a topological K-vector space, the multiplication of A is a continuous operation, 
and A has continuous inverse (the map a ~ a - I  is continuous). Given topological K- 
algebras A and B, we denote by Hom~(A, B) the set of all the continuous K-algebra 
morphisms. 
An important class of topological K-algebras is the class of locally m-convex K- 
algebras, that is, the class of topological K-algebras whose topology is Hausdorff and 
which is defined by a family of multiplicative seminorms (m-seminonns). 
1.2. Let A be a locally m-convex K-algebra, and let F be a family of m-seminorms 
defining the topology of A. For each q E F, let the ideal N,~ - {a C A: q(a) = 0} and 
let the quotient algebra A,~ = A/N,  v If we consider on A, t tile m-norm Ilrr,~(u)ll,a = q(a) ,  
where rrq:A ~ A,~ is the quotient morphism, then A v is a normed K-algebra and 
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7rq E Hom~:(A, Aq). Thus, the topology of A is just the initial topology given by the 
morphisms {~rq: q E F}. 
1.3. Let A be a topological X-algebra. Each element a c A defines on Hom~(A,K) 
the K-valued function given by :r ~- a(:r) := z(o). The topological spectrum (or just 
spectrum, if no confusion is possible) of A is the set HomE(A,K) endowed with the 
initial topology defined by these maps (the Gelfand topology); it is denoted by SpeetA and 
it is a completely regular Hausdorff topological space. It is easy to see that Home(A, I'() 
is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all closed maximal ideals m of A such 
that Aim = K. From the definition of SpeqA it follows that there is a natural [(-algebra 
morphism A ~ C(SpectA ) called the spectral representation fA. 
1,4. Let X be a topological space. For each compact subset K of X,  we denote by qK 
the m-seminorm on C(X) given by f ~-~ qK(f) = max{If(x)l: :r ~ K}. The family 
{qK: K C X, K compact} defines on C(X) the topology of uniform convergence on 
all the compact subsets of X (topology of compact convergence), that we denote by ~'x- 
If K is a compact Hausdorff topological space, then qK = [[ t[ ~ is the supremum norm 
an C(K) and (C(K), I"K) is a Banach K-algebra. 
Now, let us suppose that the topological space X is completely regular and Hansdorff. 
Each :r E X defines the continuous K-algebra morphism 6~ : C(X) --+ K, 6=(f) := f(:r), 
and so we have the natural map i :X  ~ Spect(C(X), Tx), i(z) := Ker#~. On the one 
hand, i : X ~ i(X) is a homeomorphism because X is completely regular. On the other 
hand, the closed maximal ideals of (C(X),~-x) are in one-to-one correspondence with 
the points of X. Therefore, X = Speq(C(X),Tx) and the spectral representation f 
(C(X), "rx) is an algebraic isomorphism. Finally, if X is normal and C is a closed set in 
X ,  then the Tietze's Extension Theorem states that C(X) / Ic  = C(C), being the quotient 
morphism C(X) -+ C(X) / Ic  just the restriction morphism C(X) ~ C(C). 
1.5. Let A be a topological k-algebra. A is said to be rational if Hom~(A,R) = 
Hom~(A,C), that is, a rational topological k-algebra is just a topological k-algebra 
without imaginary points in its spectrum. It is easy to show that A is rational when 
I + a s is invertible for any a E A, If A is rational, then Ac := A ~ i - A (i E C, 
i s = - I ) ,  endowed with the direct sum topology, is a topological C-algebra satisfying 
Home(A, C) = Home(At ,  C). and hence SpeqA = SpectA¢. Moreover, if A is normed, 
then Ac is so. 
For example, if A is the ~,-algebra of all the k-valued continuous functions on a 
topological space endowed with the topology of compact convergence, and B is the 
C-algebru of all the C-valued continuous functions on the same space endowed with the 
topology of compact convergence, then A is rational and Ac = B, 
If B is a normed C-algebra nd "B denotes its completion, then it is well known that 
"B is Banach, SpectB is compact and, if C(Specl"B ) is endowed with the topology of 
compact convergence, the spectral representation f ~ is continuous (see [5], where the 
topological ~.-algebras which are rational are called st~ctly real). Therefore SpectB is 
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also compact and the spectral representation f B is continuous. Now, if A is a rational 
normed ~-algebra, then Ac is a normed C-algebra nd therefore SpectA is compact and 
the spectral representation f A is continuous. 
2. Main results 
In this section we shall prove the result announced in the Introduction, and we shall 
do that in two steps. 
In what follows, X will be a completely regular Hausdorff topological space. For each 
x E X we denote by mr = {f E C(X): f (x)  = 0} the maximal ideal of the point x 
and by nx = {f  E C(X): f vanishes on a neighbourhood of x} the vanishing ideal of 
the point x. It is well known that m~ is tl'le only maximal ideal of C(X) that contains 
n~, and as a consequence we obtain ao important property: the closure of n~ for the 
topology rx is rex. 
Theorem 2.1. Let r be a topology on C(X) such that A = (C(X), v) is a locally m- 
convex K-algebra. If, for each compact subset K of X, the set SK is open in A, then 
T X ~T. 
Proof. Let U = {f E C(X): qK(f) < e} be a basic %~-neighbourhood of 0, where 
> 0 and K is a compact subset of X. If V = SK - e, then W = VA -V  is a 
r-neighbourhoc~ of 0 (since SK is a r-neighbourhood f the constant function e) such 
that f (K )  N {-~, ~} = q) for all f E W. It is easy to prove that, if W' is a convex 
r-neighbourhood f 0 such that W J C W, then W' C U. This prove that rx ~< 1". [~ 
Note 2.2. It is easy to see that Theorem 2.1 remains valid if the hypothesis "A is a 
locally m-convex E-algebra" is changed by "A is a locally convex E-vector space". 
The following msah (which we shall uot prove) will be needed in order to prove 
Theorem 2.5. Given g E C(X), supp(g) will he the closure of the set {x E X: g(x) ~ O} 
(supp(g) is said to be "the support of g'), and Z(9) = {x E X: g(x) = 0}. 
Theorem 2.3 (Bade and Curtis [l]). Let us assume that X is compact. Given an m-norm 
][ ][ on C(X). let 0 he the family of open sets V in X for which there exists a constant 
Mv  > 0 satisfying 
[Iglt < Mvllgl[~llhll~ 
for all g, h E C(X) such that X \ V C_ Z(g) Iq Z(h) and 9h = 9. T,'-~.en 0 is nonempty 
and it is closed under arbitrary unions. If U is the union of all the sets in (9, and F 
is its complement, then F is finite (or empty) and the inclusion map (£(F), II Itoo) -~ 
(c(g), II II) is continuous, where £(F) = {f E C(X): f is constant on a neighbourhood 
of each pob~t of F}. 
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Lemma 2.4. With the same hypothesis and notation of Theorem 2.3, given g E C(X). 
the following properties are equivalent: 
(A) If h E C(X) is such that X \ V C_ Z(g) N Z(h) and gh = g, then ]lgll ~< 
Mvllgll~ll~ll~. 
(B) If supp(g) C_ V, then IIgll ~< Mvllglloc- 
Proof. We may suppose that g ~ 0, because the case g = 0 is trivial. 
(A) =} (B); If supp(g) C_ V, then supp(g) and X \ V am disjoint and, them'fore, 
there exists h E C(X) such that h = 1 on supp(g), h = 0 on X \ V, and ]lh[l~ = 1; 
in particular am = g and X \ V c_ Z(g) n Z(h). Hence, by (A), we obtain []gl] <~ 
Mvllgll~llhll~ = Mvllgll~- 
(B) =#. (A): Let h E C(X) be such that gh = g and X \ V C_ Z(g) (1 Z(h). Then 
supp(g) = {x • X: g(x) ~ O} C_ {x e X: h(x) = l} C_ V, 
because {x C X: g(x) ¢ 0} C_ {x • X:  h(x) = !}; moreover, ! ~< ][h[]a¢ (since g ¢ 0). 
Hence, by (B), we obtain llgll <~ Mvllgll~¢ <~ MvllgIl~llhll~. 
Theorem 2.5. Let l[ II be an m-norm on C.(X) such that the topological K-algebra 
A = (C(X), [I I[) satisfies that for each closed ideal I of A, there exists a closed set C 
in X such that I = Ic. Then X is compact and A = (¢(X),TX). 
Proof. First, we shall prove that X = SpectA. From the hypothesis it follows that every 
closed maximal ideal of A is equal to m~ for some x • X ,  and it is not difficult to see 
that SpectA is a topological subspace of  X (since X is completely regular). Now, given 
x • X,  we have to prove that the maximal ideal mx is closed. Let C be the closed subset 
of X satisfying that the closure of the vanishing ideal n= is Ic .  If C is empty (that is, if 
n ,  is dense in A), then there exists f E n~, f ~ 0, such that II 1 - fll ~< 1/2, and there 
exists g E C(X) with g(x) ~ 0 and such that g = 0 on the support of f .  Thus gf  = 0 
and we have 
Ilgll = Hg( l - f)[I < Ilgll' IIl - fll < ½llg[I- 
it follows that g = 0, which is a contradiction. So, C must be nonempty. Now, given 
y • X,  y ~ x, it is clear that y ~ C (there exists h • n~ such that h(y) # 0), and 
therefore C = {x}. That is, the closure of  n~ in A is rex. 
We have proved that X = SpectA, and as a consequence we obtain that X is compact 
and the identity morphism A --+ (U(X), [[ [1~) (= spectral representation f A) is contin- 
uous (see 1.5). Finally, if we prove that, in this case, the set F defined in Theorem 2.3 is 
empty, then the identity map (C(X), [1 [[~) --+ A is continuous (note that F = ~ implies 
£(F) = C(X)). 
Let M > 0 such that IIgII ~< MllglI~¢ for all g ~ £(F) .  i f  there exists a point x in F ,  
then the open set U~ = U U {x} is not in the family O. Thus, from Lemma 2.4, there 
exists f 6 C(X) such that x • supp(f)  C U~, I[.fll > M and Ilfll~ = I. Let o = f (x)  
and let us consider the set 
H = a + nx = {g • C(X): g = a in a neighbourheod f x}; 
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since f - a E mz is in the closure of n:c, f must be in the closure of H.  
Let (9,~),~r~ C H be a sequence such that (gn) I~  f .  Since snpp(f) mad F \{x}  are 
disjoint, there exists h E C(X) vanishing on a neighbourhood of F \{z}  and such that 
h = 1 on a neighbourhood f supp(f); in particular we have that (hy~) I1~ h f  = f ,  and 
therefore we can suppose that (g~)~r~ c ELF); hence IIg~ll ~< MIIg~ll~ for all n ~ ~I. 
Now, IIg-[l~ --+ tlfll~ = 1 (we have proved that the morphism A --~ (C(X), II t1~) 
is conti . . . . .  ), and taking hn -- g-/l lg~lf~ ( . . . . . . .  ppose that I1~-I1~ > 0), we 
have (hn) ~ f .  But the sequence (h,~)~eM satisfies [Ih.ll ~< M, in contradiction with 
tlfll > M. [] 
Theorem 2.6. Let T be a topology on C(X) such that A = (C(X), T) is a locally m- 
convex ]K-algebra satisfying that for each closed ideal 1 of  A, there exists a closed set 
C in X such that I = Ic.  I f  X is normal, then T <~ rX. 
Proof. We have to see that the identity morphism (C(X), "rx) --+ A is continuous. That 
is, given a continuous m-seminorm q : A --+ ~, the morphism 
(C(X), ' rx)  ~ (C(X)/Nq, II IIq) = aq 
is continuous (see 1.2). 
If C is the closed subset of X such that N a = I c ,  then 
C(X )/Nq = C(X) /  l c  = C(G') 
(see 1.4), and we are done if we prove that the identity morphism 
(c(c) ,Tc)  ~ (c(c) ,  II IIq) = mq 
is continuous (since the restriction morphism 7r: (C(X), Tx) ~ (C(G'),-&:) is continu- 
ous). 
We shall see that, in fact, Aq = (C(C), rc )  by showing that the topological K-algebra 
A o satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5. If I is a closed ideal of Au, then 7r~-I(. i)
is a closed ideal of A containing l c .  Therefore there exists a closed set D in X such 
that D C C and ~r~t(I) = ID. That is, there exists a closed set D in C such that 
i = {9 C C(C): g(D) = 0}. t~ 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.6 we derive the following result: 
Theorem 2.7. Let X be a normal Hausdorff topological space, and let ~" be a topology 
on C(X)  such that A = (C(X), T) is a locally m-convex K-algebra sati.~'~'ing: 
(i) for each compact subset K of X ,  tile set SK is open in A; 
(ii) for each closed ideal I in A, there exists a closed subset C of X such that I = Ic.  
Then r = TX. 
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